
Wood Lake Narrative

This narrative was derived from an interview with Steve Harwick, at his home in 1999. Steve has 
been a lakeside resident for most of the last two decades. In that time the integrity of the lake 
environment has been challenged by a variety of events, Steve's words shed light on these 
challenges and reveal the community's efforts to resolve them. 

Family History

Steve Harwick has been a Wood Lake resident since 1983. He comments on his 
move to the area:

"I was looking for lakefront property and I was looking for something I 
could build on myself…and just happened upon this. It was a long 
processes for me, looking, because I was very selective, but this is a 
beautiful little lake and perfect for me.

Steve moved into an existing house on the lake's shore and commenced to build 
his new home. He uses the lake for many activities including swimming, fishing, 
diving, snorkeling and skiing. He participates in Lakewatch to monitor the health of the lakes and has been 
involved in rezoning issues for new development in the area. 

Lake History

Wood Lake is an 18-acre lake located in Northwest Hillsborough County, on the 
southeast corner of Lutz Lake Fern Road and Gunn Highway. The lake is rimmed 
by cypress trees and previously was known for its clarity. Steve comments, "It 
was a super clear lake…I had heard…that it was the fourth clearest lake in 
Hillsborough County. It was crystal clear, and since, it has changed." 

The change in the clarity was hastened by an infestation of hydrilla. Steve explains: 

"It has changed because in the last two years we got hydrilla in the lake 
which we never had before…I imagine it had gotten in from a boat that had dropped it…It was 
amazingly rapid how fast it came up. It seemed to grow a foot a day or something. It was 
incredible…There was a lot of vegetation on the lake anyway, but it seemed to be a softer plant 
and the fish loved it. It never really choked off the lake…I think that there was so much vegetation 
of that sort in there that it kept the lake clear." 

The property owners around the lake united to address the infestation, preferring to treat the problem without 
the use of chemicals. Steve explains:
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"We went through a process, all of the lake owners, and put in grass carp and we blocked [the 
hydrilla advancement] off…It was interesting because [the carp] seemed to eat from the top 
down. In the beginning [of the infestation] you couldn't get a boat, a trolling motor… out there, it 
had choked [the lake] so badly. Within a month of having the fish in the lake you could see a foot 
down, then two feet. It was really pretty fantastic how much they eat… Since then the lake looks 
like it's clearing up again, but it seems to go through some sort of biological process where it gets 
really funky and very dark. If the boats come around, they churn it up and it lasts for a long time. 
It is hard to see, [but] it's a beautiful sand bottom."

The lake had previously experienced vegetation changes exacerbated by humans. Steve explains:

"Before I moved in, my neighbor mentioned that some guys had dumped a bunch of lime or 
fertilizer in the lake, a whole line of it, trying to get grass to grow…I guess it grew, but it grew out 
of hand. He said that before they hadn't seen any vegetation or near none."

The efforts of residents to address invasive vegetation have bee successful and the 
lake today exhibits a variety of vegetation as Steve relates, "We have 
pickerelweed, we have some lily pads, we have some torpedo grass, cattails…" In 
addition the USF assessment team found wild taro, wax myrtle, and a remaining 
population of hydrilla and nitella.

Wood Lake is the setting for a diverse representation of wildlife, both land and 
lake based. Steve has seen Nile perch, bass, brim, gar and turtles in addition to 
raccoons, snakes, ospreys and an occasional bald eagle or otter. The larger area 
in which the lake is located is the site of one of the larger ELAP tracts in the 
County, but access to the preserved land was threatened by a new development to the south and east of the 
lake. Steve remarks:

"There is an area over there that has been purchased by the ELAP system. I have a good friend 
that lives up the road and we kind of consider these 113 acres of this new development as our 
back yard. We used to see deer and pigs and turkeys and we still walk back there…we still 
wanted to access ELAP …it is, I think, 900 or 1000 acres back there and it is beautiful."

The area, like much of Northwest Hillsborough County has been affected by 
pumping of the groundwater; an issue Steve feels is the gravest facing the 
continued viability of Wood Lake. He comments:

"Along Gunn Highway there is a lot of pumping…This lake and Calm Lake 
have both been affected, I think drastically. The lake, when I fist moved out 
here, maintained [a stable level]. Of course, back then you could set you 
clock by the rains…There has been no mitigation. There has been talk 
about doing some work on Lake Calm [located to the south and west of 
Wood Lake]…I guess they are starting to monitor some more of the 

stressed lakes…I don't think anything has been done such as pumping into it or anything like that. 
Hopefully they are going to cut back the pumping on these wellfields…There is no telling. It has 
been a problem and yet there's nothing that has been done. At least there have been promises, so 
that helps."
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Pumping and human interaction have affected the physical environment of Wood 
Lake. The lake is encircled by approximately 30 homes that have been built over 
the past fifty years. Steve comments about the isolation of the area at the time of 
his relocation:

"…This was still considered the boonies. I could drive down Lutz Lake 
Fern Road and not see a car coming home. When I first moved here, my 
friends said, 'I'm not coming to see you. You live too far out.' Now 
everything is right here."

The Northwest corner of Hillsborough County is steadily becoming less the 
"boonies" it once was. New development is occurring in the immediate vicinity of 
Wood Lake. Steve explains:

"There is a big chunk of land that abuts my neighbors over here [on the 
southeast side]…ten acres that could eventually get subdivided…We just 
had this new development [Stillwater] …It started this year. We [the 
residents in the area] went through a big process. They were trying to put 
75 homes and they wanted to use Rogers Road as an entrance. The 
neighborhood banded together and we got them down to 48 homes, which 

is a little better, and less homes on the lakes that are out here. That will help the people over on 
[lakes] Mound and Faye. It is coming out here; you can't get rid of it. People love the country."

The Future

New populations moving into this corner of Northwest Hillsborough County bring 
with them expectations for rural living, some of which may differ from those held 
by present residents.. For those living in the area over past decades, it may be a 
hard adjustment, but important in the maintenance of the lifestyle they are 
accustomed to, in which the lakes play a major role. Steve comments, "I have 
great neighbors." Those neighbors tend to stay put once they move into the area. 
He continues, "I don't know everybody, but everybody seems to be friendly…and 
tries to help out if there is a problem."

This type of community spirit has served residents in the area well, keeping density 
of new development down and addressing threats to the health of their lakes. Time 
will tell if their efforts will continue to be effective, but for now, Wood Lake is a 
beautiful site and a good home for the people presently enjoying its shores.
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